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Powerful:

© 1-8 CPUs, MC68000 12.5Mz_}
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Xe 1-8 Mips performance

@ CPU Cache, Disk Cache

e Broad bandwidth buses

@ Intelligent /O controllers

Highly Expandable:
@
@
@
@

Modular construction
Up to 128 users
512K byte — 128M byte main memory
20M byte — more than10G byte disk

Introducing Supermax reiabie:
Supermax® is a multi-CPU computer
series based on an ingenious application of modern microprocessor technology.

Powerful

enough

to compete

_>with main frames and 32 bit super mi-

@ Standard ECC on main memories
@ Parity-protected local memories
@ Remote diagnostics

=

Future-secure:

a nis, Supermax
has a price at the level of + Modular construction allows easy
a "super-micro”\|It is an ideal vehicle in __ upgrade
~ which OEMs, distributors, and systems | @ Supports 16/32 bit and true 32 bit ©
integrators can come to market quickly
CPUs concurrently
=
and profitably. Because,
@ 32 data bit architecture
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Multi-user/real-time

is
qa

operating system:

@ UNIX'” System III implementation ©

‘j

MICO

Concurrent multi-CPU
operation

ae

linear

performance increases when

adding CPUs.

e Berkeley enhancements

e Bell-Licensed UNIX System ill tools
including Shell

~

e Pascal, C, RM and Micro Focus

COBOL, SVS Fortran, and

SMC Basic

@ Oracle Relational DBMS

_e Multi-CPU support

@ Dynamic work load allocation.

:

~

concept

very

powerful,

reliable,

and

flexible

Competiveness

This technology(madeit possible to

design and

produce-a-Computer

tem, that {in its

> more

powetuibut

Assured —
Price/
Performance

sys-

ic configuration, is
orc

competitive

o with a "super-micro”. Enhanced Super-

\

im maxs Sompete in performance, but at a
(© much lower price, with traditional 32 bit

@

frames. Supermax, though, is not a tra-

¢ minicomputers

and

smaller

Longevity

— Software

Assured — 32 Bit

Compatibility

main

CPU

increases

the

Supermax’s

Architecture

In order to ease your entry into the
market, we have implemented UNIX
System Ill. It supports, of course, multi-

total

processing power with all of the power
of the add-on CPU. The CPUs operate
concurrently, and each CPU accesses

Office
Automation
Requirements —
Unpredictable

its own memory on its own memory bus.

able to support it.

-~=\, The Common Bus is used only for I/O
nd inter-CPU communication, and is
dimensioned to support
transports at high speed.

Further, all Supermax systems, from

large data
This means

the smallest 1 CPU system, to the
largest with 8, use the same operating
system. This means

that increases in processing power are
not limited by an overloaded

bus, nor

do CPUs stumble over each other to access a common memory via a single

if

|

‘| expansion

memory is organized in a 32 bit struc-

requires

bit computer as soon as these CPUs 7
and their auxiliary chips become a ,
stable market factor. 32 bit CPUs, such \

as the 68020, can be implemented

absolutely ao

And, again, the software remains the

same.
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rot erro.

© Working memory

6 Disk memory

@ Processing power
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e CPUs for more processing
power,
ae

is

:

just as deadly as an incorrect product ( @ Processing

Designed

“™

to

Q Take the Risk

Out

requirements are

be expandable to a much higher degree than other computer systems. Upgrade is easy.
The user can ADD:

development can delay market

decision.

:

at purchase time. This observation is
especially true forthe office automation

Our experiences show that computer
systems are expanded more quickly,
both in size and workload, than planned

5

Supermax is therefore constructed to

Unforgiving

entry and lose market share,\which

:

market, where many

made today must be justifiable tomorrow. |Prolonged consideration or in-

“house

— Expandability

as yet unspecified.

ar

The last decade’s rapid technological
advances have made the job of the system constructor difficult. Investments

S

The

:

Performance in Mips

Assured

!

Supermax is the result of a strategy to
build and market an easily expandable,

+
i
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3

power can be

increased not just by 30 or

50%, but by as much as 700%,

9

@ Memory modules for more

program and data space.

e /O controllers to expand the
number of work stations and/
or disk storage, and give

access to communications
and networks.
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|
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1.45

;

(ory buses are 32 data bits wide. Its

<=» along side of existing 16 bit CPUs.

ange in applications software.

bus.

@ Work stations

«/

ture, and high speed |/O is blocked to |
CPUs, and for extra flexibility, and as a 32 bits by the intelligent I/O controllers. )
guarantee of compatibility, we offer i currently uses a 16/32 bit CPU, the?
Bell-licensed ra
mv
Use “ Motorola MC68000, running at 12.5 //
.Mhz, and using an onboard cache.
\
of this de facto standard gives access
Nothing in the Supermax is CPUto a large and growing number of thirddependent— neither software nor hard- /
party UNIX languages and software
ware. Supermax will become a true 32)
packages.

The operating system also helps out by
distributing load to the processor best

Supermax is designed for an uncertain
future,(where>almos all requirements
are vague, except
There is a constant need for MORE,

Future

|

~ A major design criteria for Supermax
has been software compatibility. We
is designed and constructed
have satisfied this demand at two le- SSD
Supermax can be tailored exactly to
as a 32 bit computer. Its dataandmemvels.
user requirements. Each additional

\ ditional micro or mini.

ie

Investment
Assured

t

computer system based on state-ofthe-art microprocessor technology.
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Some of the controllers

have not realized the full benefits of

available are:

multi-CPU operation because of three
limiting factors:
ef Memory was expensive, therefore

SIOC — Serial Input Output Controller
Supports eight serial devices:

every CPU shared the same main
memory. The result was the CPUs
had to wait for each other to fetch

terminals, printers, modems, in

RS 232C/V.24 mode. Two of
the ports can support RS

and store, thus degrading total system performance:

422a/ V.11

e |/O was handled directly by the main

CPU(s); an inordinate amount of pro-

cessor time was, and is used for
"byte-banging”. I/O can be offloaded
back-ends,

Shp,

to intelligent front- and

MINION or

and expensive solution up until now.
@ Channel bandwidth was insufficient
to support the I/O generated by the
many applications. Of course, more
bandwidth could always be purchased.

uses the

industry's

most

~7 powerful 16/32 bit microprocessor, the
Motorola MC68000. To give an easy
/ and elegant method of increasing total

controlled
rors.

onse with double-bit er-

ECC as standard

It has been calculated that with standard component MTBF, a 16M bytememory will have a single-bit soft-error
during every 30 days of operation, while
a single-bit hard-error will occur in
every 74 days of operation. Parity check
does not allow single-bit errors to be
corrected,

just detected.

This

means

that systems with large parity-checked
memories must stop operation upon deTa wigs -bit error, because
en
een corrupted.

Usitg
the same MTBF statistics, the
calculatisas show that a double-bit

soft-error

years,

happens

while

Wi

much

3.8x10° years.[S
standard er

10°

The MMU also allows memory to be
protected, which secures the operating
system and other applications, should
applications programs fail.

Power/Cost-

NIOC — Network Input Output Controller

Provides link to Supermax LAN

using Ethernet" standard.

with Multi-CPU

e@ Memory is now inexpensive, and will
continue to fall in price. Supermax

SNA/SDLC,

HDLC,

or X.21/

X.25 modes at speeds of up to

therefore uses direct instead of vir-

64 K bits/sec.

tual memory. Each CPU has its own
main memory, up to 16M bytes.

Supermax

is de-

ry few systems of this type are avail-

crease computer
new technique.

throughput
SC

Reliability

Supermax has been designed to give
an excellent reliability and ease of
maintenance that match stringent OEM
requirements.

Each intelligent module in the Supermax has an independent I/O port dedi-

cated to diagnostic use. These RS232
ports make it possible to diagnose
hardware
failures,
even
while the

Supermax is running. The diagnostics
can

be made

remotely via a modem

and telephone line.

The Mullti-CPU

is not a

Supermax

basic

con-

figuration consists of a 12-slot chassis

with six slots occupied:

e Two CPU/MMU modules
e Two 512K byte 150 NS RAM with
ECC
C4
+ prelon's
@ One SIOC 8 port module

@ One DIOC disk interface module

Expansions

Memory modules can be expanded in
increments of 512K byte to 1M byte per
module or of 1M byte up to 4M pie ae
module.
A 12-slot expansion chassis‘is

able giving eae
total of 24 slots. —|

ak

possibilities to a,
G2
[osc
t

e //O is off-loaded to intelligent /Ocontrollers. Each main CPU thus
functions as a true multi-tasking en-

gine. It issues commands to subprocessors in order to talk with the outside world. The main CPUs continue

Up to
16 MB
Main

Memory
with ECC

execute main-line code, while the
ctual transfer is in progress.

e Each CPU is connected to
memory by an independent
bus. The CPUs are linked
other and the intelligent I/O

its main
memory
to each
control-

lers by another independent bus, the
common \bus. All buses are 32 data
bits wide, and have an effective,

measured

sec.

We

bandwidth of 4M
_ bytes/

bandwidth”,

use

the

because

term

"effective.

many

manu-

transceiver

own

CPU

memory.
The

and

parity-protected

2 communications
ports

54" or 8”
Diskettes

local

54"

controllers

can

or

8"

Winchesters

transfer data

directly to and from main memory, ei-

ther by programmed transfer or DMA on
a cycle-stealing basis — the main CPU
need not be involved.

Fan

Tape Streamer

Design

able in the world today.
Implementation of several CPUs to in-

nd correction

J

Intelligent controllers

thax, therefore has

every

Supports 2 independent communications ports running in
asynchronous,
synchronous,

One of the keys to the Supermax’s flexibility and power is the use of several
intelligent 1/O controllers, each with
hardware and software dedicated to a
In order to realize the full benefits of . specific function. Each controller has its

signed with a unique architecture. Onty

—

wn
CIOC — ee irunioalione Input Output
Controller

etical bandwidth”. In any case, all I/O
is limited by the speed of the sending/receiving memories.

effectiveness

multi-CPU operation,

ark

DIOC

facturers report a very large "theor-

ard-error

en

The

ported by two or more DIOCs.

Constraints

| MMU

An MMU (Memory Management Unit)
system performance, Supermax supwe
dev
d impleports concurrent operation of up to 8 of | has also been
mented in order to(
control, Ploy
_ these CPUs. Each 68000 can address
tect, and allocate the i
menton ©
an independent main memory of up to
The MMU not only provides program
16 M bytes. A Supermax with 8 CPUs
relocation, but also allows each CPU to
can thus address up to 128M bytes of
address other CPU's memory, thus laymemory — sufficient for most applling the foundation for the multi-procescations.
sor environment.

backup.

n

o
i
t
a
r
u
g
i
f
n
o
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/ Supermax

a streaming tape unit for Win-

can also support 9 track
NRZI/PE IBM compatible tape
drives. Overlapped seek sup-

Bursts
Traditional

Memory Space
with Multiple CPU Design

In addition

DIOC — Disk Input Output Controller
Supports 5 1/4” or 8” floppy, 5
1/4” or 8” SCSI or SMD Winchesters. Each DIOC supports
chester

Leading-edge
Technology

Power and

mode.

to the serial ports, the SIOC
has a parallel port for high
speed printers.

Printer

coaxial
cable

)

sottware

is a perfect tool for prototyping. Database size, tables, and even columns
can be changed during normal operation.

Advanced
Facilities

In addition to standard

UNIX

"> ities, the SMOS has be
several

functions

which?

Ill facil-

iched
"i

Supermax's unique concept:

AI

Data
communication

of

Memory Control

The Supermax, through its CIOC intelli-

The system uses the features in the
Supermax MMU to allocate and control
main memory, giving both economical

gent I/O controller, supports a broad
range of data communications applications. Most of the protocols are ex-

and rapid access.

e Shared program code optimizes
memory use. Only one copy of each
program is necessary for multi-user
use.
@ Data can also be shared between
several processes.
e User applications can be controlled
from corrupting each other and the

e Swapping

eo

SMOS.

handles

/ Supermax in order to benefit both users

' and developers.
_

§MOS is a multi-CPU implementation

/of UNIX System III. It controls and allo‘cates system resources for the CPUs
‘and the processes operating on one
CPU. The synchronization and reservation problems implicit in all multi-CPU
‘systems are handled by Supermax's
‘operating system in a manner totally

user-transparent.

UNIX Compatible with Bell-

Licensed Shell and Tools

and

Language Tools

ome”

(P-code and Machine Code)
C

like

{

UNIX,

processes

their monitoring process.

can

/O

Supermax |/O capabilities are also improved over those found in UNIX.
@ Dynamic |/O buffer lengths optimize
disk performance.
@ "Virtual” serial devices are supported. Control of terminals and prin-

There are therefore no such things as
“nonstandard” ASCII serial terminals
and printers on the Supermax.

@ Disk blocking, with up to 2K bytes
blocks, speeds disk I/O.
@ The UNIX pipe concept is enhanced

Micro Focus and
RM ANSI COBOL ‘74

also implemented in order to improve

SVS Fortran '77

to be a "Box”. Boxes not only run in
main memory, they can be global in
extent, which gives access even to

minor UNIX deficiencies. It is written in

SMC Basic

CPUs in the system.

system performance as well as correct
ie

|
|

control.

UNIX’s powerful
Supermax has:

In

addition

programming

to

tools,

Oracle Relational DBMS
A true relational database using the
data manipulation language SQL. Oracle is easy to use because all data
handling is done by SQL, even from languages: COBOL, C, and Pascal. Oracle

applications

executing
-

on

other

Cc

is available for the Supermax now:
_and photo typesetting options.

‘e General business package with inventory control, order and invoice
processing, general ledger, and accounts payable/receivable.
Easy to use electronic spreadsheet.
e Fully integrated office automation
system, which includes the above
word processor and ‘spreadsheet,
electronic mail, electronic archive,
calendar, document handling, etc.

Beagle '

change

SMOS is a real-time system with a UNIX

compatible program interface and file
structure. Berkeley enhancements are

text

etc simplify

screen

A large and growing applications library

started at different nodes, giving
great flexibility in determination of
process subordination. That is, un-

Several programming languages are
available for use with Supermax in order
to ease development and porting
problems. The languages are impleters is done by a user-definable
mented in their most widely-used vertable, down-loaded to the SIOC. A
sions, adhering to official standards
standard program allows the sys. when they exist. The languages avail- , tems adminstrator to generate these
able now are:
Ove _Ac2O- *terminal/printer descriptor tables.

Pascal =<

source

LINT, SCCS,

of

can be invoked as a process, thus
restructuring control hierachies.
e Processes in a hierarchy may be

is/

appli-)

of MAKE,

development

APPLIC aT\O’?

jation. Its job is to channel and coordi“nate the power and flexibility of the

languages

significantly increase programmer pro-

Simplifies
layouts.

boots the system.

shown by the easy port of several well-

known UNIX
cations.

Based on Ethernet standard

eh

supporting concurrent multi-CPU oper-

LAN

by EDP pro-

e@ Unlike UNIX, an individual subroutine

Bell-licensed Shell and tools are available.

compatibility

appli-

Screen Format Generator

UNIX is widely accepted

gram which changes the system
hardware description, and then re-

C, and as a guarantee of portability,
Proof of full UNIX

where

e Word processing with text formatting

e TTY emulation
e@ VT100 emulation

in

automatically

environments

ductivity. The Berkeley enhancements

changed, the system administrator
merely runs a conversational pro-

© UNIX’compatibility

“") Operating System) (SMOS) \is a multi
‘user, multitasking operating system

system

Programming

Applications packages

Asynchronous:

cations require more main memory
than physically available.
e SMOS is very easy to configure.
When the hardware configuration is

supermax
Operating System:
Multi-CPU Flexibility with full
> The powerful hardware requires equally
strong software for the Supermax to
perform at its maximum. The Supermax

facilities are standard

The

Index sequential file handling helps effectuate specialised data bases using
C or Pascal.

fessionals because of the ease of application software development given
by the system and its many utilities.
Such concepts as pipes and filters

e@ IBM 3270 SNA
e IBM 3770
@ X.25

+ es

Iy

ISAM

Bisynchronous:
e IBM 2780/3780

SDLC/HDLC:

@ Both record and file locking are implemented in the multi-CPU environment.

all applications.

tools

, © IBM 3270 BSC
~( eUNIVAQUTS-400

SMOS enhancements

Provides a standard, menu-driven interface for easy and consistent access to,/

ecuted directly by the controllers, further unloading main CPU (s). The following protocols are available:

operating system.

DM

Supermax Menu

Y
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DDE

Dansk Data Elektronik a/s is a publicly-held, incorporated developer and
manufacturer of microprocessor-based
computer systems. DDE has extensive

experience in the design and produc-

tion of computer systems using this
technology, DDE was founded in 1975,

and in 1977 was the first European producer of a multi-user, multitasking
microcomputer

The SPC/1,
Europe’s

system,

introduced

the

!ID-7000.

in 1979, was

first general-purpose,

oemM

multi-

user microcomputer. DDE has installed
more than 3000

microcomputers

with

’ more than 8000 work stations through-

er WM
owed fac favs

“The. nites CPV

faciletres

-Supermax fan

bined to enable us to design and proc duce our multi-CPU "super-micro”, the

~ Supermax.

Today,

more

than

500

“| Supermax systems, most of them multi-

)CPU have been installed throughout the
“world.

Developments in the 16 bit computer
market have aptly shown the needs for

greater processing power, larger mem-

ories, more expandability and reliability.

The cost effectivenessof microproces-

sor and memory technology, combined
with a sophisticated design approach,
has made it possible to meet these

goals with Supermax.

UNIX is a trademark of AT&T Bell Laboratories.
Ethernet is a trademark of Xerox Corporation.
Supermax is a registered trademark of Dansk Data Elektronik A/S
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out the world. This wealth of hardware
and software expertise has been com-
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